0 - Students complete
structured tasks alone with
the help of technology.

0 - Students share their
thoughts and ideas orally or in
writing.

Technology is used occasionally,
with no intended instructional
benefit.

0 - Entry

MODIFICATION/
INFUSION

2 - Augmentation/Enhancement 3 - Modification/Infusion

AUGMENTATION/
ENHANCEMENT

1 - Substitution/Embellishment

Technology allows for some
improvements in learning and
instructional strategies and in the
nature of the tasks being
performed.

REDEFINITION/
TRANSFORMATION

4 - Redefinition/Transformation

3 - Students communicate in a
4 - Students open up to the
variety of contexts, with technology
wider world and communicate in
tools that they themselves have chosen a variety of contexts on the web
based on their effectiveness and
such as Twitter, Facebook or
usefulness.
other, in order to inform and to
share their opinions.

Technology redefines teaching
and learning through previously
inconceivable tasks.

1 - Students communicate
with the help of the
recommended technology
tool(s).

2 - Students communicate, taking
the context into account and using
various technology tools (e.g., text
messages, tweets, emails, social
media).

3 - Students collaborate, using
technology tools of their own
choosing that facilitate
collaboration in all aspects of
their learning.

Technology allows for
significant changes in learning
and instructional strategies, and
in the nature of the tasks being
performed.

Technology allows for
different ways of doing things,
with no increased change in
learning or instruction, or in
the nature of the tasks being
performed.

SUBSTITUTION/
EMBELLISHMENT

TECHNOLOGY INTEGRATION MATRIX (TIM) - Teachers

Key Aspects of a
Learning Environment

A - Communicating

B - Collaborating

2 - Students work together
to complete a given task,
using various technology
tools.

4 - Students collaborate with their
peers and with experts from
outside the school setting, with the
help of technology tools.

1 - Students sometimes work
as a team, in a structured
manner, using the
recommended technology
tool(s).

C - Creating and
Innovating

D - Developing
Critical-Thinking and
Problem-Solving Skills

E – Engaging in SelfDirected Learning

F – Engaging in
Authentic Learning
Situations

0 - Students do research to solve
problems with the help of
technology tools.

0 - Students complete tasks via
a traditional medium,
demonstrating imagination,
spontaneity, and ingenuity in
their creations.

1 - Students complete tasks
with the recommended
technology tool(s),
demonstrating imagination,
spontaneity, and ingenuity in
their creations.

2 - Students get organized, set
objectives for themselves, plan,
and monitor their progress, using
various technology tools.

2 - Students complete tasks
with various technology tools,
demonstrating imagination,
spontaneity, and ingenuity in
their creations.

3 - Students complete tasks with
effective and appropriate
technology tools of their own
choosing, demonstrating
imagination, spontaneity, and
ingenuity in their creations.

4 - Students choose various
strategies and technology tools to
help direct their learning, attain
their objectives, and self-assess
throughout the learning process,
with the aim of adjusting their
strategies as needed.

4 - Students select tasks, choose
effective and appropriate
technology tools, and
demonstrate imagination,
spontaneity, and ingenuity in
their creations.

4 – To help broaden their global
awareness, students take part in
meaningful projects based on reallife situations, making the most of
technology tools.

3 - Students get organized, set
objectives for themselves, plan,
and monitor their progress, using
effective and appropriate
technology tools of their own
choosing.

0 - Students complete the assigned 1 - Students establish connections 2 - Students solve problems based 3 - Students explore, take
activities with the help of
between concepts and real-life
on real-life situations, using various ownership of, and propose
technology.
situations, using the recommended technology tools.
solutions to real-life problems,
technology tool(s).
using effective and appropriate
technology tools of their own
choosing.

4 – To help broaden their global
awareness, students take part in
meaningful projects based on reallife situations, making the most of
technology tools.

1 - Students find, analyze, and
evaluate information from different
sources or from different points of
view, to solve problems in different
ways, using the recommended
technology tool(s) and digital
resources.

0 - Students complete the assigned 1 - Students establish connections 2 - Students solve problems based 3 - Students explore, take
activities with the help of
between concepts and real-life
on real-life situations, using various ownership of, and propose
technology.
situations, using the recommended technology tools
solutions to real-life problems,
technology tool(s).
using effective and appropriate
technology tools of their own
choosing.

H - Organizing the
Environment

G – Responsible Digital
Citizenship

0 - Students work alone in
1 - Students work alone in
traditional learning and instructional environments, with a few
environments.
technology tools at their disposal.

0 - Students navigate the web and 1 - Students know how to navigate
use various social media without the web, create and post content
worrying about digital ethics or their on the web, taking digital ethics
own digital footprints into
and their own digital footprints into
consideration
consideration.

2 - Students work in environments 3 - Students work in flexible
4 - Students work together, with
conducive to collaboration, and are environments, and collaborate with other students from their school
able to use various technology
the help of effective, appropriate
or/and other schools or with
tools to complete tasks.
technology tools.
experts around the world, with
access to the school’s various
technology tools, as well as their
own.

2 - Students are aware of their
3 - Students act as responsible
4 - As responsible digital citizens,
digital identities, and act
digital citizens, demonstrating
students demonstrate self-respect,
responsibly in their interactions on digital ethics, and taking measures are respectful of others and
the web.
to protect their personal information sensitive to their needs and are
and data.
able to help their peers develop a
greater sense of responsibility.

I – Engaging in
Active Learning

0 - Students access course-related 1 - Students do practical and
2 - Students are actively engaged 3 - Students create and share
4 - As partners, students become
information and tasks with the help interactive exercises with the help in educational activities, and they presentations incorporating the use researchers and experts, and
of technology
of technology.
explore and use varied digital
of various digital resources, in
create and share presentations
content to demonstrate their
order to demonstrate their
incorporating the use of various
understanding and skills.
understanding and skills.
digital resources, in order to
demonstrate their understanding
and skills.

1

2

ENHANCEMENT

AUGMENTATION/

3

INFUSION

MODIFICATION/

4 - Students open up to the wider world
and communicate in a variety of contexts
on the web in order to inform and to share
their opinions.

4

TRANSFORMATION

REDEFINITION/

SUBSTITUTION/

0

3 - Students communicate in a variety
of contexts, with technology tools that
they themselves have chosen, based
on their effectiveness and usefulness.

Students write down their own
thoughts in blogs, as well as those
linked to other blogs, and they accept
readers’ comments, taking them into
account in order to improve their
work. Students communicate with
experts (via videoconferencing,
Skype, Twitter, for example), in order
to deepen their knowledge of the
topic under consideration.

Students show how to create their
drawings on paper.

Students communicate their
understanding, using a specific
technology tool (e.g., word processor).

Students use the designated
presentation software to show how to
create their drawings.

EMBELLISHMENT

0 - Students express their thoughts and
ideas orally or in writing.

1 - Students communicate with the
help of the recommended
technology tool(s).

2 - Students communicate, taking
the context into account and using
various technology tools (e.g., text
messages, tweets, e-mails, social
media).

Students choose the most suitable tool
(e.g., Twitter, blog) with which to write
down their thoughts and post them for
the public to read.

Students post on the web the process
used to create their drawings, accept
comments from the general public,
while also expressing their own
thoughts about their peers’ posts, and
take the public’s comments into account
in an effort to improve their work.

Students write down their thoughts in
their journals.

Students use word-processing
software (e.g., Word) to record their
thoughts.

Students write down their thoughts
using various tools recommended by the
teacher (e.g., Twitter, blog), and post
them, hoping to elicit feedback from
their peers.

Students choose the most convenient
tool for showing how to create their
drawings.

Students communicate their
understanding, with a goal of informing
and sharing their opinions through a
variety of technology tools.

Students demonstrate their
understanding of the elements of the
plot outline, orally or in writing.

Students communicate their
understanding, using various technology
tools (e.g., choice of apps, blogs, social
media).

Students show how to create their
drawings using various tools
recommended by the teacher (e.g.,
PowerPoint, Prezi).

Students communicate their
understanding, using the most useful
technology tools which they themselves
have chosen.

TECHNOLOGY INTEGRATION MATRIX (TIM) - Teachers

Key Aspects of a
Learning Environment

A - Communicating

Example 1
Writing down
thoughts

Example 2
Construction of a
Geometric Figure

Example 3
EAE1P [English,
Grade 9, Applied]

Example 4
Solving
Problems
Involving
Pythagoras’
Theorem

Example 5
English
Novel Analysis

Example 6
Physical Education
(Coach’s Eye)

Example 7
English/French
Writing Process

Students transcribe notes about
Pythagoras’ theorem and solve
problems with the help of a model.

Students use technology tools to solve
problems involving Pythagoras’
theorem.

As a preparatory step, students do Web
searches on Pythagoras’ theorem, and
take ownership of certain models of
proof.

Students get organized, set objectives
for themselves, plan, and monitor their
progress, using the appropriate
technology tool (Coach’s Eye app).

Students direct their learning by
evaluating themselves—their
strengths and their challenges—
throughout the writing process,
with the help of a technology tool
that facilitates collaboration

Using models of proof of Pythagoras’
theorem and the technology of their
choice, students solve problems and
explain their solutions.

Students communicate in a variety of
contexts (summarizing, critiquing and
analyzing their novels), using technology tools that they themselves have
chosen, based on their effectiveness
and usefulness.

Students solve problems involving
Pythagoras’ theorem, explain their
solutions with the technology of their
choice (e.g., Explain Everything,
Educreations, ShowMe), and post them
on the Web (e.g., on blogs, YouTube,
Wiki), in order to elicit feedback.

Example 8
Ancient History
Research Project

Example 9
English
Research Project

Example 10
English
Opinion Pieces

Example 11
A Gamified ENG1D
Course

Example 12
Passion-based
Learning

Students do research and prepare
presentations on the topic of a drug.
They decide how to deliver the
presentations with the help of technology
tools suited to their research findings.

In this gamified FRA1D course [English
Grade 9], students communicate in a
variety of contexts, using technology tools
that they themselves have chosen, based
on their effectiveness and usefulness.

Students researches the expansion of
the Roman Empire, share their
findings, and elicit feedback from their
peers through social networks, all with
the help of the technology tools of
their choice.

Students produce opinion pieces, and
share them by posting them on the
class’s Google+ Community page.

Students choose topics that they are
passionate about and on which they can
have an impact at school, in the
community, or on a global scale. They
do searches or conduct their own
investigations (surveys, interviews, etc.).
They then present their findings via
social media, YouTube, or the TED
[Technology, Entertainment, Design]
organization. Throughout the process,
students can choose to use the
technology that they consider to be the
most effective.

Example 13

Example 14

Students communicate in a variety of
contexts (preparing and implementing
their science-fair projects), using
technology tools that they themselves
have chosen (Google Forms,
websites, etc.), based on their
effectiveness and usefulness.

Students communicate in a variety of
contexts (in class, in the gym, in the
weight- training room, etc.), using
technology tools that they themselves
have chosen (cell phones, tablets, etc.),
based on their effectiveness and
usefulness.

0

SUBSTITUTION/
EMBELLISHMENT

1

With the help of a search engine,
students do a search together.

ENHANCEMENT

AUGMENTATION/

INFUSION

MODIFICATION/

4

TRANSFORMATION

REDEFINITION/

4 - Students spontaneously
collaborate with their peers and
experts from outside the school
setting, with the help of technology
tools.

3

1 - Students sometimes work as a
2 - Students work together to
3 - Students collaborate, using
team, in a structured manner, using complete a given task, using various technology tools of their own
the recommended technology tool(s). technology tools.
choosing that facilitate collaboration
in all aspects of their learning.

2

TECHNOLOGY INTEGRATION MATRIX (TIM) - Teachers

Key Aspects of
a Learning
Environment

Students do research individually at
the computer lab or library.

B - Collaborating 0 - Students complete structured
tasks individually, with the help of
technology.

Example 1
Research Project

With the help of a network of
With the help of a network of
Students set up a community for
bookmarks (e.g., Diigo, Delicious,
bookmarks (e.g., Diigo, Delicious,
communicating, setting deadlines,
Symbaloo), students share links
Symbaloo), students use tools of their distributing tasks, as well as topics,
related to their research project, and own choosing that enable them to
and sharing all relevant
write a document together, using the share links related to their research documentation. Students also use a
tools recommended by the teacher. project and write a single document platform that gives them joint access
collaboratively.
to document drafts. Students appeal
to everyone on a social network in an
effort to find an effective tool that will
help them create a timeline (e.g.,
Read Think Write, TikiToki, TimeG
Glider).

Students each develop a research
Students work on a research plan
Students complete a research plan
Students use a collaborative tool of Students collaborate to develop their
Example 2
plan, using word-processing software. together, using the tool recommended together, with the help of various tools their own choosing (e.g., Google
research plan, even after class time,
by the teacher (e.g., Word).
(e.g., Google Docs, Office 365).
Drawings, Popplet, MindMeister) to with the help of technology tools (e.g.,
Research Project
develop a research plan in the form of Google Hangouts, Skype).
a spider web.

Example 3
Writing Process

Example 4
Production of a
Newspaper

Example 5
Collaboration
with
OneNote
Example 6
A Gamified
Version
of ENG1D

Example 7
Geography,
Grade 9
Impact of Natural
Catastrophes

Students have the choice of working
individually or as part of a team. The
teacher recommends the technology
tool to be used (e.g., Google Docs).

Students each write a prescribed text Students write a prescribed text (e.g.,
(e.g., report, story), using wordreport, story) as a team, using wordprocessing software.
processing software and editing
software (e.g., WhiteSmoke,
Grammarly).

Students form teams within their
classroom to complete a project.
They choose technology tools
recommended by the teacher.

As a team, students work on the
writing of a prescribed text, using
various collaborative tools (e.g.,
Google Docs, Prezi, Office 365).

Students individually write historical
newspaper articles (e.g., research,
page layout, writing).

As a team, students work on the
Students work collaboratively, both as
writing of a prescribed text, taking
a team and with specialists,
their peers’ feedback into account.
throughout the writing process (e.g.,
They use a tool of their own choosing via Skype, blogs, Twitter).
that allows them to collaborate
effectively (e.g., Google Docs, Office
365).
The classroom group collaborates to The classroom group collaborates
produce an entire newspaper.
with a classroom group from another
Students share tasks (e.g., writing,
school to produce a newspaper, in a
images / graphics, page layout,
format of the students’ choosing (e.g.,
editing), and choose the tools to be blog, website), and to elicit comments
used, based on their relevance and from other students with the aim of
effectiveness.
focusing on topics based on readers’
interests or improving the product in
general.
Students collaborate, using
technology tools of their own
choosing that facilitate
collaboration in all aspects of
their learning.

In this gamified ENG [English Grade
9], students collaborate, using
techno-logy tools of their own
choosing that facilitate collaboration
in all aspects of their learning.

Students collaborate with
experts from outside the school
setting, using technology tools of
their own choosing (e.g., Skype,
VoiceMemo, etc.).

Every student in the class
conducts a laboratory
experiment.

ingenuity in their creations.

imagination, spontaneity, and

communication, demonstrating

using a traditional means of

0 – Students complete tasks

0

AUGMENTATION/

MODIFICATION/

3 - Students complete tasks with

SUBSTITUTION/

2 - Students complete tasks with

effective and appropriate

INFUSION

1 - Students complete tasks with

various technology tools,

technology tools of their own

ENHANCEMENT

the recommended technology

demonstrating imagination,

choosing, demonstrating

EMBELLISHMENT

tool(s), demonstrating imagination,

spontaneity, and ingenuity in their

imagination, spontaneity, and

3

spontaneity, and ingenuity in their

creations.

Students use a tool (e.g., Explain
Everything, iMovie), together with
the other members on their teams
to develop visual reports to be
presented to the class.

2

creations.

Students use videos (e.g., YouTube)
and other means of technology in
their laboratory reports to
demonstrate their understanding.

ingenuity in their creations.
Students produce their laboratory
reports with word-processing
software (e.g., Word), and add
images or drawings, if necessary.

Students do a search, with the
aim of creating a healthy recipe,
and use the appropriate tool, one
that will enable them to provide
nutritional information.

1

TECHNOLOGY INTEGRATION MATRIX (TIM) - Teachers

Key Aspects of a
Learning
Environment
C – Creating and
Innovating

Example 1
Science

Example 2
Nutrition

Students use various tools (e.g.,
websites, apps, recipe search
engines) to find, compare, and
modify the healthy recipe to be
made.

Students modify a traditional
Students use a tool suggested
cookbook recipe to make it healthier. by the teacher (e.g.,
eaTracker.ca) to find, compare,
and modify the healthy recipe to
be made.

REDEFINITION/

TRANSFORMATION

4

4 – Students select tasks, choose

effective and appropriate

technology tools, and demonstrate

imagination, spontaneity, and

ingenuity in their creations.

Students do a search, choose a
chemical reaction to study with the
help of the available probes, and
develop their scientific method,
their laboratory report, and a
questionnaire for the Grade 8
students who will be attending their
presentation.
Students conduct a survey among
the school’s students using a tool
(e.g., SurveyMonkey, Google
Forms) to enquire about the
students’ favourite ingredients and
dishes. Students then create a
recipe based on their findings, and
post it on the school website.
Taking Internet users’ comments
and opinions into account, the
students modify their recipe, if
necessary. They also gather the
addresses of the websites consulted
(using Symbaloo, for example), so
that everyone can access them.

Example 3
Science –
Astronomy

Example 4
Science –
Electricity

Example 4
Science –
The Mitochondrion
Example 5
English –
Poetry

Example 6
English–
Fact Sheets

Example 7

International Law
Becoming an Expert
on the United
Nations

Students illustrate various circuits
on paper.

Students do research on
astronomy in the library and build
cardboard maquettes.

Students build their circuits with the
materials at their disposal (electrical
wiring, light bulbs, etc.)

Students do research on astronomy
and present their findings with
presentation software suggested by
the teacher (e.g., PowerPoint).

Students build their circuits with the
materials at their disposal, and use a
technology tool to check the various
characteristics of the circuits, such
as amperage and potential
difference.

Students do searches on
astronomy, and discover and use
web-based tools or interesting apps
for their presentations.

Vidéo - DLS - Électricité

Students build various circuits with
the help of web-based applications,
check the characteristics of the circuits
virtually, rebuild their circuits with the
materials at their disposal, and
confirm the characteristics of the
latter circuits.

Students do searches on
astronomy, and use software that
enables them to display satellites in
3D.

Students explore the characteristics
of the circuits of various devices, and
design a circuit that will get a simple
device to run.

Students do a search, and decide to
build a functional microsatellite with
the help of on-line resources and a 3D printer that enables them to create
the components of the microsatellite.

Vidéo - Rivière des Français -La
poésie

Students each select a task,
choose the technology tool(s)
suited to the task, and
demonstrate imagination,
spontaneity, and ingenuity in their
creations. Students post their
projects on a Google+
Community page where they
have written comments.

Students complete a task with the
help of various technology tools,
demonstrating imagination,
spontaneity, and ingenuity in their
creations.

Students each have to prepare a
fact sheet introducing a sport that
they have invented. They choose
effective and appropriate
technology tools with which to
create their fact sheets.

Students each complete a task
with the help of effective and
appropriate technology tools of
his/her own choosing,
demonstrating imagination,
spontaneity, and ingenuity in their
creations (e.g. creating an e-book
on the United Nations with the
help of iBooks Author).

Example 8
ENG1D
Planning and
Producing a
Trailer, Using
Grade 2 and 3
Students as
Actors
Example
9
Creation of a
NarrativeSchemaBased
StopMotion
Animation

Example 10
Passion
Based
Learning

Students write a script and then
produce a trailer with the help of
effective and appropriate technology
tools of their own choosing (e.g.,
Popplet for planning and iMovie for
editing), demonstrating imagination,
spontaneity, and ingenuity (e.g.,
collaborating with Grade2 and 3
students from feeder schools to
create a video trailer)

Students write a storyline/script
based on a simple narrative
schema, and include one or more
protagonist(s) and antagonist(s).
They then produce a stop-motion
animation (frame-by-frameanimation) type of video.

Students choose topics that they
are passionate about and on which
they can have an impact at school,
in the community, or on a global
scale. They do searches or conduct
their own investigations (surveys,
interviews, etc.). They then present
their findings via social media,
YouTube or the TED organization.
Throughout the process, students
can choose to use the technology
that they consider to be the most
effective.

1

SUBSTITUTION/
EMBELLISHMENT

2

AUGMENTATION/
ENHANCEMENT

3

MODIFICATION/
INFUSION

4

REDEFINITION/
TRANSFORMATION

0 – Students do research to 1 - Students find, analyze, and
2 - Students plan, do research, analyze 3 - Students evaluate their thoughts, their
4 - Students draw conclusions and
solve problems, with the help evaluate information from different data, establish relationships, and draw strengths, their challenges, and the opinions reinvest what they have learned, in
of technology tools.
sources or from different points of valid conclusions, in order to solve
of others, and use different types of
order to solve problems and make
view, to solve problems in different complex problems, with the help of
reasoning to solve problems, with the help of informed decisions in other
ways, using the recommended
various digital resources and technology effective technology tools and appropriate circumstances, with the help of various
digital resources and technology tools.
digital resources of their own choosing.
technology tools and various digital
tool(s).
resources.
Students conduct an
Students do a search in order to Students analyze the data from the
Students model the data, analyzing the rate Students conduct their experiment,
experiment, using a
formulate a hypothesis, and then experiment using data-processing
of change of the mathematical model of the check their hypothesis, analyze their
temperature probe.
conduct the experiment.
software, write up a report, draw
data.
results, which will be posted on the
conclusions, and check their hypothesis.
web, and prepare a presentation of
their conclusions, using a presentation
tool (e.g., Prezi, Glogster).

0

TECHNOLOGY INTEGRATION MATRIX (TIM) - Teachers

Key Aspects of a
Learning
Environment
D - Developing
Critical-thinking
and Problemsolving Skills

Example 1
Science

Example 2
Mathematical
Model

Example 3
Recycling

Students use the graphing
Students do a Web search in order Students use the graphing calculator or Students gather data with the help of digital Students gather data with the help of
calculator to model data from to find relevant data, and then
software (e.g., Fathom, TinkerPlots) to probes, establish a corresponding
digital probes, establish a
a manual.
input the data into the calculator model and analyze data on the basis of mathematical model, and ascertain the
corresponding mathematical model,
for analysis.
a well-defined research question.
validity of the model.
ascertain the validity of the model,
draw conclusions, and identify the
limits of the mathematical model.
Students then post their model on the
Students develop a digital survey,
Web.
gather information, set up a recycling
plan for their school, and create a blog
in order to discuss the plan’s
implementation and elicit feedback
from other students, with the aim of
improving the recycling plan.

Students do Google searches Students do searches on the
Students draw up a recycling plan for
Students conduct a survey with the help of
on recycling.
websites recommended by their their school using tools and resources of technology tools (e.g., SurveyMonkey,
teacher in order to find solutions to their choosing, and present the plan with Google Forms) in order to gather ideas
the recycling problem at their
the help of the technology tools of their about recycling at school. Once the
school.
choice.
information has been gathered, the students
draw up a recycling plan for their school,
using tools and resources of their choosing.

Students undertake
Students undertake independent
independent studies projects studies projects on topics
Example 4
on topics proposed by the
proposed by the teacher, and use
the recommended digital
Independent Studies teacher.
resources.

Example 5
Passion-based
Learning

Students undertake independent studies Students undertake independent studies
Students choose the topics of their
projects, choosing their own topics, and projects. They identify problems and suggest independent studies projects. They
using various digital resources. Students possible solutions, using effective
identify problems, draw conclusions,
establish relationships and draw valid
technology tools and appropriate digital
and make informed decisions, with the
conclusions.
resources of their own choosing.
help of various technology tools and
various digital resources.

Students choose topics that they are
passionate about and on which they
can have an impact at school, in the
community, or on a global scale. They
do searches or conduct their own
investigations (surveys, interviews,
etc.). They then present their findings
via social media, YouTube, or the TED
organization. Throughout the process,
students can choose to use the
technology that they consider to be the
most effective.

Students use their agendas to help
themselves make to-do lists.

SUBSTITUTION/
EMBELLISHMENT

1

2

ENHANCEMENT

AUGMENTATION/

3

INFUSION

MODIFICATION/

4

TRANSFORMATION

REDEFINITION/

2 - Students get organized, set objectives 3 - Students get organized, set objectives 4 – Students choose various technology
for themselves, plan, and monitor their
for themselves, plan, and monitor their
tools and strategies to help direct their
progress, using various technology tools. progress, using effective and appropriate learning, attain their objectives, and
technology tools of their own choosing.
evaluate themselves throughout the
learning process, with the aim of
adjusting their strategies as needed.

Students use their own digital devices to Students use tools provided by the school Students explore and use the tools of their The students and teacher interact by
Students do Internet searches to find and
help themselves get organized for class. to help themselves get organized (e.g.,
choice to help themselves get organized communicating (e.g., via e-mail, blogs,
analyze applications that will allow them
calendar, a notes and reminders utility). (e.g., e-mail, agenda, calendar).
iAnnotate) and by participating in a forum, to direct their own learning.
on the course website, at the time of
formative evaluations.

0 – Students get organized and plan, with 1 - Students get organized, plan, and
the help of certain tools.
monitor their progress, using the
recommended technology tool(s).

0

TECHNOLOGY INTEGRATION MATRIX (TIM) - Teachers

Key Aspects of
a Learning
Environment
E – Engaging
in Selfdirected
Learning

Example 1
Organizational
Tools

Example 2
Organizational
Tools

Students use the virtual homework board Students use the virtual homework board, Students use the tools at their disposal, Students create virtual portfolios, in order
to be sure to complete all assigned tasks, the teacher’s repository for digital
including a means of communication for to self-direct their learning, develop their
and access it at any time in order to
resources, and a technology tool to help obtaining feedback (e.g., a blog or
skills and determine next steps, obtain
monitor their progress.
them create their to-do lists.
Twitter). Students establish priorities and feedback, using various tools (e.g.,
associate deadlines with them.
Twitter, blogs, virtual learning
environments–VLE’s), collect and
prioritize comments, and improve their
work.

Example 3
Physics

Example 4
Passion-based
Learning

Students navigate the web, and become Students do searches on modern physics, Students take a critical look at modern
aware of the various types of software
and evaluate various types of software
physics, and, along with their peers,
available to help them complete the
designed to help them complete the task. identify a technology tool that will enable
required task.
them to complete the task (e.g., a
timeline).

Having taken a critical look at modern
physics, students, along with their peers,
identify important events, and prepare a
timeline, as a team, with the help of a
collaborative tool (e.g., http://www.tikitoki.com/).

Students present their timeline to the
teacher, as a group, and share it by
posting it on the web (e.g., Time Glider,

Read Think Write)

Students choose topics that they are
passionate about and on which they
can have an impact at school, in the
community, or on a global scale. They
do searches or conduct their own
investigations (surveys, interviews,
etc.). They then present their findings
via social media, YouTube or the TED
organization. Throughout the process,
students can choose to use the
technology that they consider to be the
most effective.

SUBSTITUTION/
EMBELLISHMENT
ENHANCEMENT

AUGMENTATION/

3

INFUSION

MODIFICATION/

4

TRANSFORMATION

REDEFINITION/

4 - To help broaden their global
awareness, students take part in
meaningful projects based on real-life
learning situations, making the most of
technology tools.

2

2 – Students solve problems based on
3 - Students explore, take ownership of,
real-life learning situations, using various and propose solutions to real-life learning
technology tools.
situations, using effective, appropriate
technology tools of their own choosing.

1

0 - Students complete the assigned
activities, which are generally isolated
questions, with the help of technology.

1 - Students establish connections
between concepts and real-life learning
situations, using the recommended
technology tool(s).

Students use social networks to learn
about digital footprints.

After doing Internet searches, students
outline to their peers the approaches they
took and the information they found in
order to help their peers become more
aware of the importance and impact of
digital footprints. They then invite their
peers to consult various digital sources.

Students use social networks to find
information about digital footprints.

Assuming the role of travel agents,
students choose and plan hiking- trip
routes in a certain region, using various
technology tools.

Students answer a series of on-line
questions about digital footprints.

Students answer geography questions by Students use the Internet to find examples Students present famous hiking spots,
doing Internet searches.
of real-life situations that support their
using various technology tools.
answers to geography questions.

Students answer questions about digital
footprints in writing.

0
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Key Aspects of
a Learning
Environment
F – Engaging
in Real-life
Learning
Situations

Example 1
Digital
Footprints

Example 2
Geography

Students undertake a humanitarian
project aimed at helping a population in
need, use technology tools relevant to the
cause and to the promotion of the project,
and post the project on the web to elicit
feedback.

Example 3
Science –
Astronomy

Example 4
Inspiralire and
Inspire2Read

Example 5
French, Grade 9,
Applied
Design-thinking
Process
Example 6
Passion-based
Learning

Students complete a chart pertaining to
the various constellations and the
apparent movement of the stars.

Students consult a map of the sky in order Students consult the web in order to
to identify the various constellations and construct a star finder, and sites such as
determine their positions based on the
Google Earth, in order to virtually study
time of year.
the positions of the stars based on the
time of year.

Students use various apps, along with
web-based resources, in order to
determine, in real time, the positions of
the constellations and the apparent
movement of various stars.

In a design-thinking process, students
explore, take ownership of, and propose
solutions to the following problem: How
can we encourage students to speak
more in French.

With the help of the various resources at
their disposal (web, apps, etc.), students
study the apparent movement of the stars
and consult experts (e.g., astronomers at
the Mont-Mégantic observatory) in order
to deepen their knowledge. In addition,
students put their new-found knowledge
into practice, holding evening observation
sessions at home.

To encourage reluctant readers to read
more, students help set up an everevolving collection of books, to be added
to gradually, over time, based on the
students’ varied interests and aptitudes.

Students choose topics that they are
passionate about and on which they can
have an impact at school, in the
community, or on a global scale. They do
searches or conduct their own
investigations (surveys, interviews, etc.).
They then present their findings via social
media, YouTube, or the TED
organization. Throughout the process,
students can choose to use the
technology that they consider to be the
most effective.

SUBSTITUTION/
EMBELLISHMENT
ENHANCEMENT

AUGMENTATION/

3

INFUSION

MODIFICATION/

4

TRANSFORMATION

REDEFINITION/

1 - Students know how to navigate
2 - Students become aware of their
the web and create and post content digital identities, and act responsibly
on the web, taking digital ethics and in their interactions on the web.
their own digital footprints into
account.

3 - Students demonstrate responsible 4 - Students demonstrate responsible
digital citizenship, taking digital ethics digital citizenship, show sensitivity
into account, and taking measures to towards and respect for themselves
protect their information and data.
and others, and help their peers
develop a greater sense of
responsibility.
Students review the posts that they Students take part in the awarenesshave shared on their social media
raising activity Introduce your virtual
accounts and undertake reviews of
friend to me to make their peers more
their security settings.
aware of their digital footprints, and
help them develop a greater sense of
responsibility.

2

0 - Students navigate the web and
use various social media without
worrying about digital ethics or their
own digital footprints.

1

Students navigate the web and
become aware of the various social
media available.

Students do searches on standards of Students take a critical look at their
digital ethics regarding the use of
digital identities (e.g., with the help of
social media, choose one of the social questionnaires, self-evaluations).
media studied, and share their
thoughts, taking the standards
identified into account.

0
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Key Aspects of
a Learning
Environment
GDemonstrating
Digital
Citizenship
Example 1
HSB4U
Challenge and
Change in Society,
Grade 12

Example 2

SUBSTITUTION/
EMBELLISHMENT
ENHANCEMENT

AUGMENTATION/

INFUSION

MODIFICATION/

TRANSFORMATION

REDEFINITION/

4 - Students work together, in
ergonomic, flexible environments,
with access to the school’s
various technology tools, as well
as their own.

4
3 - Students work in flexible
environments and collaborate
with the help of effective and
appropriate technology tools.

3

2 – Students work in
environments conducive to
collaboration and are able to use
various technology tools to
complete tasks.

2

0 - Students work individually, in
traditional environments.

1 - Students work individually, in
traditional environments, with a
few technology tools at their
disposal.

Students work collaboratively, with
the help of the technology tools of
their choice or their very own
technology tools, in classrooms
where the work environments are
flexible.

1

Students work in classrooms where
the desks are arranged in rows.

Students work individually, with
the help of technology tools, in
classrooms where the desks are
arranged in rows.

Students work collaboratively,
with the help of the technology
tools of their choice, in
classrooms where the work
environments are flexible.

Students work in virtual learning
environments and use the various
tools available to complete tasks.

In this gamified ENG1D, students
work in a flexible environment and
collaborate with the help of effective
and appropriate technology tools.

Students work, with the help of
technology tools, in classrooms
where the desks can easily be
moved around. Different classroom
layouts support different types of
activities (e. g., working in pairs,
working together in larger groups).

0
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Key Aspects of
a Learning
Environment
HOrganizing
the
Environment
Videos
Example 1
Classroom
Environment

Example 2
Virtual Learning
Environment
Example 3
A Gamified Version
of ENG1D

Example 4
Mathematics,
Grade 9

Example 5
Français,
Grades 7 and
8- Centrebased
Learning

Students explore the role of the
parameters m and b in the equation
y = mx + b in a flexible
environment and collaborate
with their peers, with the help of
effective and appropriate
technology tools.
Vidéo-ODL-Mathématiques

Students perform a variety of
tasks, in diverse centres, with
access to the school’s various
technology tools (laptops and iPad
minis), as well as their own..

SUBSTITUTION/
EMBELLISHMENT

1

ENHANCEMENT

AUGMENTATION/

3

INFUSION

MODIFICATION/

4

TRANSFORMATION

REDEFINITION/

4 - As partners, students develop
expertise in certain areas of
research, create presentations,
incorporating the use of various
digital resources into their work,
and then share their presentations
to demonstrate their
understanding and skills.

0

3 - Students create presentations,
incorporating the use of various
digital resources into their work,
and then share their
presentations to demonstrate
their understanding and skills.

Students individually create
technology resources for use by
other students in the class.

1 - Students do practical and
interactive exercises with the help of
technology.

Students communicate with their
peers and/or teachers through
discussion fora, and work
collaboratively (e.g., using Google
Docs, Office 365), when
completing their assignments.

0 - Students access course-related
tasks and information with the help
of technology.

Students use the resources put on
line by their teachers (e.g., videos,
images, websites), when working
on assignments and revising their
work.

2 – Students actively engage in
educational activities, and explore
and use varied digital content to
demonstrate their understanding
and skills.

Students consult their course
teachers’ websites when
working on assignments and
revising their work.

Students film teaching activities
in various classes and show
them during student assemblies.

Students consult their class
notes when working on
assignments and revising their
work.

During assemblies, students watch
animations produced by the
teachers.

A group of students plans and
organizes the editing of a video
using various tools, and shows the
video to students at several grade
levels during an assembly.

Students actively engage in the
social media of their choice (e.g.,
blogs) to express their opinions,
while still using argumentative
processes.

At their own school and the feeder
schools within the Board, students
independently plan for and seek
opportunities to create clips to be
viewed during inter-school
assemblies. The students use social
media to share their productions
within the Board.
Students take part in assemblies by
installing the sound system and
presenting school activities, using
software presentations (e.g.,
PowerPoint) prepared by the
teachers.

Students use various means
(e.g., Google Docs, Office 365) to
express their arguments and
react to those of their peers.

Students write their opinion pieces
on topics given to them by their
teachers.

2
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Key Aspects of
a Learning
Environment
I – Engaging
in Active
Learning

Example 1
Collaboration

Example 2
Assemblies

Example 3
Opinion Pieces

Students use various resources
(e.g., YouTube, blogs) to deepen
their knowledge of the topics and
support the opinions that they have
expressed.

Students use certain technology
resources to express their
opinions and identify
argumentative processes.

Example 4
Chemistry

Example 5
A Gamified Version
of FRA1D

Example 6
International Law

Example 7
Passion-based
Learning

Students do searches of the various
types of chemical reactions, choose
one, write an overview of it, and
incorporate a brief description of it
into a collaborative document to be
shared with the entire class. They
must then perform the chemical
reaction as a demonstration in the
laboratory, and add the link of their
[video] presentation to the
collaborative document.

In this gamified ENG1D, students create vidéo-ÉSSM- Les réactions
presentations, incorporating the use of chimiques
various digital resources into them.
They then share their presentations to
demonstrate their understanding and
skills.

As partners, students develop expertise
in research on the United Nations,
produce a book with the help of iBooks
Author, and then share their book to

demonstrate their understanding and
skills.

Students choose topics that they are
passionate about and on which they
can have an impact at school, in the
community, or on a global scale. They
do searches or conduct their own
investigations (surveys, interviews,
etc.). They then present their findings
via social media, YouTube, or the TED
organization. Throughout the process,
students can choose to use the
technology that they consider to be the
most effective.

Example 8

Example 9

Students actively engage in their
own learning, incorporating into the
process the use of various digital
resources (e.g. TodaysMeet, Poll
Everywhere, Google Forms),
thereby demonstrating their
understanding and skills.

Students create presentations,
incorporating into them the use of
various digital resources (e.g.,
Doctopus for document sharing,
Goobric for marking). They then share
their presentations to demonstrate
their understanding and skills.

